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Material / Component 
Cost Analysis

Discover the Links between Material 

Costs and Products, Customers, 

Suppliers and Equipment

In times of global economic uncertainty, 

the only certainty is that material prices will 

! uctuate, both in frequency and in magnitude.  

Because of these ! uctuations, material costs 

stored in business systems or spreadsheets 

either as standard costs or as historical

Analyze past cost and simulate impact of 
future cost changes

pVelocity pro" tability and cost simulation 

software works with these relationships to not 

only permit analysis of past performance – 

answering “what happened” questions – but also 

enable sophisticated simulations of material or 

component cost changes on future pro" tability

pVelocity – Within minutes, link the materials used 

during production with the " nished products and 

the " nal customer…

costs may generate an inaccurate base for 

pro" tability analysis, pricing decisions, product 

development, or future production planning.

Furthermore, because material costs a# ect every 

aspect of your value chain, it becomes critical 

to understand the relationships linking these 

costs and other areas of the business - including 

relationships between:

• Materials & Products/Customers 

• Determine how much margin, by product 

and customer, is dependent on speci" c 

materials   

with detailed “what would happen if…” 

scenarios. These simulations are modeled on 

actual cost data that may currently reside in 

operational and functional silos across the 

enterprise in various business systems and 

spreadsheets.

“[pVelocity] enabled 

us to manage through 

the di$  cult operating 

conditions of weakening 

economic demand and the 

volatile and increasing costs 

of raw materials, and still 

improve earnings.”

David Lilley

President & CEO

Cytec

…then save hours of spreadsheet formulation by showing the link 

between materials, products, and customers with associated sales 

information such as Revenue $, Volume, Margin $ etc.
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Pro" tability and Cost Simulation Software

Material or Component Cost 
Impacts

PRODUCT & PRICING 

MANAGEMENT

• Proactively establish product pricing based on changing variables 
such as projected raw material costs, volume and competition

• Manage overall product portfolio for maximum margin

SALES & MARKETING

• Segment customers based on projected margin and create  account 
strategies and market plans to increase revenue and market share

• Promote prices and discount structures that increase volume on 
high margin products

SUPPLY CHAIN

• Monitor cost trends of raw materials used in key products and 
customer accounts

• Leverage this information to establish better procurement terms or 
" nd new supplier sources

PRODUCTION & 

ENGINEERING

• Quantify the e# ect of reduced waste or scrap 
• Re-allocate production schedules to maximize throughput and 

minimize the impact of material shortages

CORPORATE

• Model the pro" t variance of future forecasts based on known and 

predicted changes in material or component prices 

• Re-value " nished goods inventory when raw material costs 

! uctuate

To learn more about how 

other companies have 

bene" ted from immediate, 

detailed insight into 

projected product and 

customer pro" tability, visit 

www.pVelocity.com for 

case studies and sample 

simulations.

A pVelocity Scorecard showing key 

visual data on an individual raw material

When the relationships between material 

costs and the other areas of the business 

are identi" ed, the value of analysis based on 

actual costs becomes clear, but it’s pVelocity’s 

simulations that reveal the impact of business 

choices and allow you to make e# ective 

decisions, such as:

• Future price adjustments by product and by 

customer due to material cost ! uctuations

• Prioritizing and allocating production to the 

most important customers and products 

when faced with material shortages 

Gain Complete Material or 
Component Visibility

Developed to handle the analytical 

needs of environments with large 

data stores, pVelocity’s Cost Simulator 

is the only software that provides 

in-depth modeling of material cost 

! uctuations.  

As a result, key operational roles 

within the company are able to 

experience unprecedented levels of 

visibility and insight on the impact of 

changes in material costing:


